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patient,  doctor,  or  Nurse. W e  have  no  doubt 
they will be largely used by  everyone  requiring 
bandage pins. 

GOODMAN’S SILVER SAFETY PlN.-For ordinary 
use. This  has  the  same  protection  for  the  points, 
and is a  very  strong  article,  particularly  adapted 
for  pinning  together  several  thicknesses.  The 
manufacturers  have  undoubtedly  produced  an 
article  which will be  greatly  appreciated  and 
largely used. 

MESSRS. HINDES AND Co., LIMITED, London  and 
Birmingham,  have  just issued to  the women of 
the period  a  neat  little  box,  prettily  lined  with 
plushette,  containing  their ‘’ P y r  ” Pointed  Hair- 
pins. The box i s  divided  into  compartments, 
filled with  three sizes of these  pins ; these  again 
are  divided  into  two  kinds,  some  being  crinkled, 
others  straight.  Their  principaI  feature is that 
they  cannot  injure  the  scalp,  having “ dulled ” 
ends  instead of points.  They  are decidedly 
superior  to  anything of the  kind we have seen 
before,  and  should  supersede  all  others of the 
ordinary  kind when they  become  more  known. 
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ao0 The I7Ede.x t o  Vol. vi% is in cowse o f  $re- 

payation, and wilG Be issued short&. 

FRESH PAGES, -- 
“ PRACTICAL DISPENSING.” For  Students  (Phar- 
maceutical  and Medical).-By C. J. S .  Thompson. 

Second  enlarged  edition, 
withillustrations.  Bound 
in  cloth, IS. 8d. post free. 
Published  at  the offices of 
The Brit& and CoZoniaZ 
Druggist, 42, Bishops- 
gate  Street  Without, 
E.C. This  exceedingly 
useful and reliable hand- 
book has, we are pleased 
to note,  reached, as it de- 
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Our Book Reviewer. 
serves,  a second edition, 
In  respect to which 

:ertain amendments, &C., &C., have been made. 
The medical and  pharmaceutical  student o f  
either sex  will find in  it  everything  they desire 
to  learn of a  practical  character  referring to dis- 
pensing;  and Nurses in  particular will find in  it 
the vadc uzeczm of dispensing, so valuable and 
useful in  Cottage  Hospitals. A very useful 
appendix is given in the pages on ‘ L P ~ ~ l t i ~ e ~ , ”  
‘ l  Nutritive  Dietary for Invalids,” &c. Altogether 
we congratulate  the  author  and  the publishers, 
who  have  both done their work well. 
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